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The localization L,(X) of log( 1 +x) at a set of primes S is defined by taking 
those powers of x in the logarithmic series for log( I + X) which lie in the span of 
S. The functional inverse L;‘(X) of L,(s) also localizes the functional inverse e” - 1 
of log( It x) and a generalization of the Von Staudt-Clausen theorem is proved for 
the even coefficients in the power series expansion for X/L;‘(X). This reduces to the 
Von StaudtClausen theorem when S is the set of all primes and to a weaker 
version of Theorem 3.9 of I. Dibag (J. Algebra 87 (1984), 332-341) when S consists 
of a single prime. ‘cl 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Bernoulli numbers B, are defined by the power series expansion 
x/e” - 1= 1 - ix + C,“= r (B,/(2n)!) x2?‘. The Von Staudt-Clauscn theorem 
asserts that B,, = - & ~ 112,r (l/p) (mod 2). Let p be a prime and define 
L,(x) = CFco @/pk) = i + Y/p + xcp’/pz + P’/p + . . . and .x/L;~(s) = 
E:,y==, (a,/(n(p - l))!) xnrpP’). Then [Z, Theorem 3.91 states that 
a, = - (l/p) (mod Z). In this note we aim to establish a unified theorem 
which can accommodate both results. For this purpose we define the 
localization L,(x) of log( 1 + x) at a set of primes S by taking those powers 
of x in the logarithmic series for log( 1 +x) which lie in the span of S. The 
functional inverse L;‘(x) of L,(x) also localizes the functional invcrsc 
ex- 1 of log( 1 +x). If x/L;‘(x) =x,“=O b,,(x-“/n!) then the main result of 
this note, Theorem 1.4, states that 
bz,r = - c 1 
p - l/h p 
PCS 
(mod Z). 
This reduces to the Von Staudt-Clausen theorem itself when S is the set of 
all primes and to a slightly weaker version of [2, Theorem 3.91 when S 
consists of a single prime. 
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1. GENERALIZATION OF THE VON STAIJDT-CLAUSEN THEOREM 
DEFINITION 1.1. For a set S of primes define the span Qs of S by 
Q, = (n E Z/n = p;I1pTz...pF for pi E S, 1 < i < k). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Define the localization L,(x) of log( 1 + x) by L,(x) = 
x”. Note that L,(x) is just L,(x) when S consists of p 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let f(x)=xlYO a$, g(x)=c,“=, b,xj be two power 
series. The star-product f(x) * g(x) of f(x) and g(x) is defined by 
f(x) * g(x) = c,“=, ckxk, where ck = xiiCk a,bj. 
Observation 1.4. L,(x) = *PCS L,(x). 
Let Z, denote the subring of rationals which are p-integral. 
Observation 1.5. Iff(x)EZ,[[-x]] and aEZ, thenf(x)“EZp[[x]]. 
LEMMA 1.6. Q-f(x) E xZ,[ [xl] then eLptx) *f(x) E Z,[ [xl]. 
Proof: Letf(x)=xz, a,x’, aiEZp. 
=exP (F, 4pC~i)) 
= pL (e 
-b(-+ E z, [ Lx] ] 
since eLpCX’) E Z,[ [xl] by [3, Proposition l] and (eLp(Xi))ui, Z,[ [xl] by 
Observation 1.5 above. 
COROLLARY 17 . . eLScX) E ZJ [x] ] for p E S. 
Proof: Let p E S and take 
f(x)= * L,.(x) 
p’s s 
P’ f P 
in Lemma 1.6. 
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DEFINITION 1.8. Define integers A,,, by (er- ljk=xyak Ay,k(x4/q!j. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Define integers B,,, by (L;‘(x))“=Cybk Bqk(xq/q!j. 
DEFINITION 1 .lO. Define rational numbers b,, by x/L; ‘(x) = 
z.,“=, b,(x”/n!). 
LEMMA 1.11 
b,= 1 (-lk)*piB,,,+,. 
k<n+I 
ksQs 
= 1 (-l)“-’ (L-‘(,e))k-1 
k s , 
keQs 
c (-I)“-’ 
ksQs k nak-1 , 
= f ( 
n- 1 
c (-;k-L Bn,k-l)$. 
k<n+ 1 
ks&Ps 
Equating coefficients of xn yields the lemma. 
Let E(x) = e” - 1 and L(x) = log( 1 +x). La E(x) = EC L.(x) = x. 
LEMMA 1.12. Let p E S. Then there exist C,E Z, such rhat, B,,= 
C,,,, +,,,,=, (r!lml...m,!)eY’ ...eF&,m,+2mr+ .-. +r,n,. 
Proof: Let f=L;loL and expand j”(~)=C~=~e,x’, e,= 1. fP’(x)= 
(L~1~Lj--1(xj=L~1~Ls(x)=E~Ls(.x)=e~S~X)-1~Zp[[~~]] by Coroi- 
lary 1.7. Then f(x) EZ~[ [xl] by [2, Corollary 2.73. Hence eiE Z,. 
L;‘(x)= L,‘~LoE(x)=f(E(x))=f(e”- l)=C,E, ei(eY- 1)‘. We raise 
both sides to the rth-power, i.e., 
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c 
m,+ ... +m,=r 
c 
ml,+ ... +m,=r 
Equating coefficients of Y yields the lemma. 
Observation 1.13. If kE.Z is not a prime then k divides (k- l)! 
THEOREM 1.14. 
b2,, = - c 1 (mod Z). 
p- 1/2n p 
Pas 
Proof. (1) L = Ck<zn+ l,keQs (( -l)“-l/k) B2n,k+-l by Lemma 1.11. 
(2) B2ck-l = c 
(k-l)! 
,,,,+ +q=k-, 
ml, m , e~...e~A,,,,,,+,,,,+ __. +sm, 
.--* s’ 
byLemma1.12.SupposekE~,isnotaprime.Thenk-l=m,+nz2+-..+ 
m,<m,+2m,+~~~+sm, and thus (k-1)!/(m,+2mz+...+sm,)! k/(k-l)! 
by Observation 1.13 and (m,+2m,+ ... +,sm,)!/A2n,m,+Z,~Z+ ...+sm, by [S, 
Sect. 1.5, Lemma 21. Thus AI,,,, +ZmZ+ .._ +sm, = 0 (mod k), er;l? ...e?~ Zp 
Vp E S and k E Q, and thus the denominator of e;12 . . . e? is prime to k. 
Hence B,,, k ~ 1 = 0 (modk) and ((-1)k-1/k)B2,kP,EZ. Suppose k=p is 
aprimeins. Letm,>l forsomei>2.Thennz,+2m2+ . ..+sm.~m,+ 
m,+..-+m,+(i-l)mi>(p-l)+l=p. Thus p/p!/(m,+2m2+.a.+sm,)!/ 
A 2n,m,+2nz~+ ... +sm,, er;‘2 ...eFEZp and hence ((p- l)!/m,!.v.m,!)e~’ ... 
e:A 2n,m,+2m2+ ... +sm, =0 (mod k). Hence the only term in Eq. (2) that is 
possibly not zero mod p is the one corresponding to the sequence 
m, = p - 1 and mj= 0 for j> 2 and we thus deduce from Eq. (2) that 
(mod p). If p - 1 does not divide 2n then A 
fGi;)=bA;“[5: ’ Sect. 1.5, Lemma 21. Hence B,, p _, = 0 (mo2d”.i) ‘al8 
(( - 1)” ~ l/p) B,,, p ~ i E Z. If p is an odd prime and (p - 1) divides 2n then 
A 2n,p-I = - 1 (mod p) by [ 5, Sect. 1.5, Lemma 21. Hence B,, p _, = - 1 
(mod~)and((-l)~-‘/~)B~~,~-~= - l/p (mod Z) in Eq. (1). If p = 2 then 
A -A 2n.p- I - 211. I - 
B 
-l=l (modp)andB2,:pP,=1 (modp)and((-l)P-l/p) 
Zn.p-1= - l/p (mod Z). We thus obtain from Eq. (1) that 
b2,, = - 1 1 
p ~ 1/2n p 
PPS 
(mod Z). 
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COROLLARY 1.15. The Van Staudt-Clausen theorem. 
Prooj: Take S to be the set of all primes. 
COROLLARY 1.16. Let x/L;‘(x)=~:,“=, b.(x”/n!). The?? 
L= 
- l/p (mod 2) if 2n = 0 (mod(p - I)) 
0 (mod 2) if 2n#O (mod(p- 1)). 
ProoJ Take S= (p). 
Note that Corollary 1.16 is a somewhat weaker version of [2, 
Theorem 3.91 whih includes (i) and also states that b,, = 0 if n # 0 
imod(p - 1))~ 
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